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INDUSTRY BASICS:
SECTORS AND TERMINOLOGY





UPSTREAM
• Upstream is the Exploration and Production segment of the industry, also called “E&P.”  These are the 

companies who find it and get it out of the ground

• Support: Drilling Contractors and Production Services
• Support: Geophysical Services
• Support: Equipment Providers

• Support: Well Services
• Companies such as:  Conoco Phillips

 Pemex
 Anadarko Petroleum
 Apache
 Chevron
 Shell
 Occidental
 Marathon Oil
 Chesapeake

 Sandrirdge Energy (Debtor)
 Energy XXI (Debtor)
 Sabine Oil & Gas (Debtor)
 Linn Energy (Debtor)
 Samson Resources (Debtor)
 Miller Energy (Debtor)
 Magnum Hunter (Debtor)
 Goodrich Petroleumy (Debtor)
 Quicksilver Resources (Debtor)



MIDSTREAM
• Midstream is the transportation sector of the industry – getting your hydrocarbons from “here to there”

• Pipelines, Gathering, Marine Transportation
• Support: Pipeline Construction & Services
• Support: Transportation Scheduling

• Support: Marine Vessel Construction
• Companies such as:

 Energy Transfer Partners
 Williams
 Enterprise Product Partners
 Spectra Energy Partners
 Magellan Midstream

 Murphy Energy Corp (Debtor)
 Peregrine Midstream (Debtor)
 Hovensa (Debtor)
 Beaver Creek Pipeline (Debtor)
 Tristream East Texas (Debtor)
 Ryckman Creek Resources (Debtor)



DOWNSTREAM

• Downstream is refining, processing, storage and retail sales
• Companies such as:

Sunoco L.P. (fuel distribution, convenience stores)
Valero Energy (refineries, convenience stores, ethanol plants)
Alon USA (refineries, convenience stores)
Tesoro Corp (refineries, convenience stores, wholesales)
Phillips 66 (refineries, chemical manufacturing, marketing, midstream)
Par Petroleum (refineries, marketing)
Western Refining (refineries, marketing, convenience stores)



CASE PLAYERS



• Debtor
• Lenders (banks as well as Wall Street funds)
• Trade vendors
• Contract counterparties
• Derivative (hedge) counterparties
• Lessors (royalty owners)
• Joint Operating Agreement parties (“JOA”)
• Working interest owners
• Regulatory agencies (state and federal, including EPA and state env’tl)
• Equity holders



WHAT KIND OF INTEREST DO YOU 
HOLD?



• Mineral Interest:  typically a property interest for what is in the ground, created by an instrument 
filed in the real property records office – grant, assignment, reservation, transfer

• Royalty Interest: a property interest held by the lessor in an oil and gas lease, which entitles the 
lessor to a share of the production revenues (if there is production) – free of costs of production

• Working Interest (op or non-op): synonymous with “cost bearing interest.”  A percentage ownership 
interest in a lease that grants the owner the exclusive right to explore for and extract hydrocarbons

• Overriding Royalty Interest (ORRI): a non-operating interest carved out of the working interest, 
which gives the holder an entitlement to a percent of the proceeds of production, free of capital 
costs

• Net Revenue Interest (NRI): property interest in the proceeds of production held by the lessee under 
an oil and gas lease, free of production costs, after ORRIs and royalties are paid



• Farmout: an agreement pursuant to which the owner of a mineral lease (the 
“farmor”) agrees with another (the “farmee”) that the the farmee will drill a well. At 
the time the well is completed (or at the time the well reaches a certain depth), the 
farmee becomes entitled to the farmor’s working interest in the lease.  The farmor
usually retains an ORRI, which may or may not be convertible to a working interest 
after payout.  

• Farm-in:  basically the same thing, but from the viewpoint of the farmee.
• Why do a farmout?

 For the farmor, because she may not want to spend any money drilling and 
exploring.  

 For the farmee, reasons include obtaining production, and obtaining geological 
information (which is also a benefit for the farmor). 



GENERAL NATURE OF HOW THE 
PRODUCTION PROCEEDS FLOW

• Mineral owner (lessor) signs lease with Acme Oil (E&P) and retains a royalty interest 
(“R”)

• Acme Oil, as lessee, holds a 100% working interest in the lease (real property interest) 
and must bear all costs of drilling and production

• Acme Oil carves out of its working interest a non-cost bearing override (“ORRI”) in 
favor of, e.g., Geophysical Company, which entitles Geo to a percentage of 
Production Proceeds (“PP”)

• Acme Oil’s net revenue interest (“NRI”) is its rights to the proceeds of production, net 
of all royalties and ORRIs. 

• So, math for lawyers:  NRI=PP-(Rs+ORRIs)
[yes, there can be more than one royalty interest holder and more than one ORRI; there can also be more than 
one working interest]



DRILLING



TYPES OF DRILLING

• Vertical and Horizontal – looks as you would expect:



• Directional



HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

• Known in the industry as “fracking,” it is not a drilling technique as such (like 
directional, vertical or horizontal) but instead, is a means by which to 
increase the permeability of rock to increase the amount of oil or gas 
produced.

• Fluids (water and chemicals) and a “propping agent” (usually sand) are 
injected into the pipe under high pressure.  The effect is to widen natural 
fissures in the rock formation, which are held open by the sand after the 
pressure is released.  As the sand holds the fissures open, the hydrocarbons 
flow into the pipe and up through the well.





WHAT IS IN THE GROUND AND 
HOW DO YOU PRICE IT/VALUE IT?



CATEGORIES OF RESERVES
• Proved:  90% certainty of commercial extraction.  The Society of Petroleum Engineers defines proven reserves as “those 

quantities of petroleum which, by analysis of geological and engineering data, can be estimated with reasonable 
certainty to be commercially recoverable, from a given date forward, from known reservoirs and under current 
economic conditions, operating methods, and government regulations. Proved reserves can be categorized as 
developed or undeveloped”

 PDP = Proved Developed Producing:  proved reserves that can be produced with existing wells and perforations, or 
from additional reservoirs where minimal additional investment (operating expense) is required

 PDNP = Proved Developed Non-Producing: proved reserves that are developed behind pipe or shut-in or that can 
be recovered through improved recovery only after the necessary equipment has been installed, or when the costs 
to do so are relatively minor

 PUD = Proven Un-Developed:  proved reserves that are expected to be recovered from new wells on undrilled 
acreage, or from existing wells where a relatively major expenditure is required for recompletion.



• Unproved: “Unproved reserves are based on geologic and/or engineering data similar to that used in 
estimates of proved reserves; but technical, contractual, economic, or regulatory uncertainties preclude 
such reserves being classified as proved. Unproved reserves may be further classified as probable reserves 
and possible reserves”  (SPE definition)

• Probable: “Probable reserves are those unproved reserves which analysis of geological and engineering 
data suggests are more likely than not to be recoverable. In this context, when probabilistic methods are 
used, there should be at least a 50% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or 
exceed the sum of estimated proved plus probable reserves” (SPE definition)

• Possible: “Possible reserves are those unproved reserves which analysis of geological and engineering 
data suggests are less likely to be recoverable than probable reserves. In this context, when probabilistic 
methods are used, there should be at least a 10% probability that the quantities actually recovered will 
equal or exceed the sum of estimated proved plus probable plus possible reserves” (SPE definition)



VALUING RESERVES
• PV-10: Present value of the estimated future oil and gas revenues, reduced by direct expense and discounted at 

an annual rate of 10%.  This is the valuation metric used in public company reporting filed with the SEC, and is 
referred to as the “SEC reported value.”  The PV-10 SEC reported value is NOT necessarily an indicator of fair 
market value.

• SEC Final Rule: The 12-month average price, calculated as the unweighted arithmetic average of the first-day-
of-the-month price for each month within the 12-month period prior to the end of the reporting period 
(historical).  SEC Final Rule does not always reflect market prices at a particular point in time.

• Forward Pricing (a/k/a Strip Pricing): A forward view of pricing based on publicly available values based on 
future estimates.  For example, NYMEX has a 5-year forward curve of average future prices.

• Fair Market Value:  A reserve report is prepared by a petroleum engineering firm that estimates the remaining 
quantities of oil and gas expected to be recovered from existing properties.    Often based on the NYMEX future 
pricing in effect as of the valuation date.  Reserves are classified into one of the “Ps” – proved, probable or 
possible – and then discounted based on the relative riskiness of each category (which includes an analysis of 
“how much it will cost to get it out of the ground.”)  For example, PDP is often valued at PV-10;  PUDs may be 
valued at PV-15; and probables valued at PV-20 or even PV-25.



LEGAL ISSUES PRESENTED IN OIL 
AND GAS CASES



COVENANT RUNNING WITH THE LAND 
OR EXECUTORY CONTRACT?

• Cutting edge, key and very recent issues, coming up in E&P cases, which affects midstream providers

• Is the “dedication language” in a midstream transportation contract sufficient to create a property 
interest (i.e., a covenant that runs with the land) that cannot be rejected, or is the relationship purely 
contractual and thus subject to rejection?

• The issue came up in Quicksilver but was not litigated – consensual resolution

• Other cases have also had consensual resolutions

• Only case to date that has decided the issue (under Texas law) is In re Sabine Oil & Gas, 551 B.R. 132 
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. June 15, 2016). Judge Chapman issued an initial decision in March 2016 on a motion to 
reject, informed the parties an adversary was required, and issued a final decision in the adversary 
context cited above in June.

• Because it is the determination of an interest in property, summary proceeding of a rejection motion 
doesn’t work.  Must file an adversary proceeding.  See Bankruptcy Rule 7001(2), (9)



ELEMENTS OF COVENANTS THAT RUN 
WITH THE LAND UNDER TEXAS LAW

1. Relates to a thing in existence or specifically binds the parties and
their assigns;

2. Original parties intended it to run with the land;

3. The successor to the burden has notice;

4. Touch and Concern the Land; and

5. Privity (Vertical and, potentially, horizontal).



• Touch and Concern the Land: Something that affects the “nature, quality or value of the thing demised, 
independently of collateral circumstances, or if it affect[s] the mode of enjoying it.” Westland Oil Dev. 
Corp. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 637 S.W.2d 903, 911 (Tex. 1982).

• Things that have been held to “touch and concern” real property:
 Area of Mutual Interest Agreement. Westland Oil Dev. Corp. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 637 S.W.2d 903, 911

(Tex. 1982).
 Water Purchase Contract. Wimberly v. Lone Star Gas Co. 818 S.W.2d 868, 870 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth

1991, writ denied).
 Gas Sales Contract. Prochemco, Inc. v. Clajon Gas Co., 555 S.W.2d 189, 190 (Tex. Civ. App.—El Paso

1977, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
 Transportation Fee in Gathering Contract. Newco Energy v. Energytec, Inc., 739 F.3d 215 (5th Cir.

2013).

• Does not “touch and concern”: Contractual Provision Relating to Indemnity for Environmental Clean Up
Costs. In re El Paso Refinery, LP, 302 F.3d 343, 356 (5th Cir. 2002).



• Vertical Privity: involves a mutual or successive relationship to the same rights in the property. The 
classic example of vertical privity is of a producer that sells its leasehold interest to another 
producer.

• Horizontal Privity: Requires a simultaneous existing interest between the original parties as either 
landlord and tenant or grantor and grantee. Energytec, 739 F.3d at 222.
 No definitive pronouncement on whether this is required, or not, from the Texas Supreme Court
 Restatement 3rd has abandoned the horizontal privity requirement
 Texas cases requiring horizontal privity:

 Wayne Harwell Prop. v. Pan Am. Logistics Ctr., Inc., 945 S.W.2d 216, 218 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1997, 
writ denied));

 Clear Lake Apartments, Inc. v. Clear Lake Utilities Co., 537 S.W.2d 48, 51 (Tex. App. 1976)
 Texas cases that neither require nor discuss horizontal privity:

 Wimberly v. Lone Star Gas, 818 S.W.2d 868, 870 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 1991, writ denied);
 Prochemco, Inc. v. Clajon Gas Co., 555 S.W.2d 189 (Tex. Civ. App.—El Paso 1977, writ ref’d n.r.e.)
 Westland Oil Dev. Corp. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 637 S.W.2d 903, 911 (Tex. 1982)

• Practice Tip:  Hire a landman! Privity requires an analysis of (a/k/a deep dive into) state (local) property records



• Sabine court requires horizontal privity:  “In light of the fact that 
numerous Texas courts have expressly included horizontal privity in 
their analyses, the Court is not persuaded that the requirement of 
horizontal privity has been abandoned under Texas law, and therefore 
… the Court shall consider the issue of horizontal privity.”

• Under Texas law, minerals in the ground are real property interests; but 
once they come out of the ground, it’s personal property. Key to the 
decision in Sabine was the dedication, or granting, language in the 
applicable agreements, which related to what was produced by 
Sabine rather than what was in the earth.



MINERAL LEASES:  PROPERTY 
INTEREST OR “TRUE” LEASE?

• Majority View – real property interest and thus not subject to assumption or rejection (Texas, Illinois and others):
 In re Hanson Oil Company, 97 B.R. 468, 470-471 (Bankr. S.D. Ill. 1989); In re Heston Oil Company, 69 B.R. 34, 36 (N.D. 

Okla. 1986); In re Matter of Topco, 894 F.2d 727, 740 (5th Cir. 1990); In re Frederick Petroleum, 98 B.R. 762, 767 (S.D. 
Ohio 1989); Natural Gas Pipeline Co. v. Pool, 124 S.W.3d 188, 192 (Tex. Supr. Ct. 2003). 

• Minor Majority View – license to enter upon land for purposes of exploring and drilling for oil and gas (Ohio and 
Oklahoma):
 In re Frederick Petroleum, 98 B.R. 762, 767 (S.D. Ohio 1989); In re Clark Resources, Inc., 68 B.R. 358, 360 (Bankr. N.D. 

Okla. 1986)

• Minority View – subject to section 365 assumption or rejection as unexpired lease (Kansas and Michigan):
 In re Gasoil, Inc., 59 B.R. 804, 806-808 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1986) (citing Acklin v. Waltermeir, 19 Ohio C.C. 372, 379 

(1899); Jones v. Wood, 9 Ohio C.C. 560 (1895);Harris v. The Ohio Oil Co., 57 Ohio St. 118 (1897); Woodland Oil Co. v. 
Crawford, 55 Ohio St. 161 (1896));

 In re Aurora Oil & Gas Corporation, 439 B.R. 674, 677-680 (Bankr. W.D. Mich. 2010).

• Ultra Minority View – subject to section 365 assumption or rejection as executory contract: In re J.H. Land & 
Cattle Company, 8 B.R. 237 (Bankr. W.D. Okla. 1981) (Kansas law). 
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